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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR AUTHENTICATING A PARTY TO A

TRANSACTION

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a non-provisional of and claims the benefit of U.S.

Patent Application No. 60/912,406, filed on April 17, 2007, which is herein

incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

BACKGROUND

[0002] During a transaction (a payment or non-payment transaction) between

two parties, each party typically wants to authenticate the identity and/or the data

relating to the other party to avoid fraud.

[0003] Transactions initiated and conducted from a remote communication

device can be riskier than face-to-face transactions, because conventional face-to-

face authentication procedures cannot be performed. For example, it is not possible

to check a picture on a consumer's driver's license when conducting a remote

transaction.

[0004] In view of the foregoing, a system for authenticating the identity and

profile data of an individual such as a consumer during a remote transaction would

be desirable. The authenticating system would desirably be easy to implement and

use, would require a minimal investment of resources, and would provide a high

level of interoperability between the system's participants.

[0005] Another problem that is associated with transactions generally is that

merchants often receive payment card information during purchase transactions. If a

merchant is not honest, a consumer's payment information could be compromised.

Other embodiments of the invention are directed to the use of alias identifiers to

initiate transactions such as payment transactions so that merchants do not retain

consumer payment information.

[0006] Embodiments of the invention solve the above problems and other

problems individually and collectively.



BRIEF SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the invention include methods and systems for

authenticating the identity of an individual and validating the profile data of the

individual ("a presenter") who presents himself or herself to another party ("an

acceptor") as having a certain identity and having certain corresponding profile data.

Although embodiments of the invention are not limited to remote transactions,

embodiments of the invention can be advantageously used in remote transactions

where a face-to-face authentication procedure is difficult to perform. Embodiments

of the invention also allow a trusted party to authenticate a presenter's identity and

profile data. Other capabilities such as profile data provisioning and profile updating

can also be performed.

[0008] One embodiment is directed to a method comprising: a) receiving an

alias identifier (e.g., a telephone number), wherein the alias identifier is associated

with an account identifier (e.g., a payment card account number) for an account of a

presenter (e.g., a consumer who possess the payment card); b) determining an

associated trusted party (e.g., a bank that issued the payment card) using the alias

identifier; c) sending a verification request message to the trusted party after

determining the associated trusted party, where the verification request message

requests information regarding whether the trusted party or the presenter

participates in an authentication program; and d) receiving a verification response

message, wherein the verification response message indicates whether the trusted

party or the presenter participates in the authentication program.

[0009] Another embodiment of the invention is directed to a computer

readable medium comprising: a) code for receiving an alias identifier, wherein the

alias identifier is associated with an account identifier for an account of a presenter;

b) code for determining an associated trusted party using the alias identifier; c) code

for sending a verification request message to the trusted party after determining the

associated trusted party, where the verification request message requests

information regarding whether the trusted party or the presenter participates in an

authentication program; and d) code for receiving a verification response message,

wherein the verification response message indicates whether the trusted party or the

presenter participates in the authentication program.



[0010] Another embodiment of the invention is directed to a method

comprising: a) providing an alias identifier associated with an account identifier

associated with an account of a presenter; b) receiving an authentication request

message after providing the alias identifier; and c) sending an authentication

response message after receiving the authentication request message.

[001 1] Another embodiment of the invention is directed to a computer

readable medium comprising: a) code for providing an alias identifier associated with

an account identifier associated with an account of a presenter; b) code for receiving

an authentication request message after providing the alias identifier; and c) code for

sending an authentication response message after receiving the authentication

request message.

[0012] These and other embodiments of the invention are described in further

detail below with reference to the Figures and Detailed Description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a system according to one

embodiment of the invention.

[0014] FIG. 2 shows another block diagram of a system according to another

embodiment of the invention.

[0015] FIG. 3 shows another block diagram of another system according to

another embodiment of the invention.

[0016] FIG. 4 shows a flow diagram illustrating a registration process

embodiment that can occur before a payment transaction.

[0017] FIG. 5 shows a flow diagram illustrating a registration process

embodiment that can occur during a payment transaction.

[0018] FIG. 6 shows a flow diagram illustrating a process embodiment for

initiating a payment transaction.

[0019] FIG. 7 shows a flow diagram illustrating an authentication process

embodiment.



[0020] FIG. 8 shows a flow diagram illustrating a payment authorization

process embodiment.

[0021] FIG. 9(a) shows a block diagram illustrating components in a phone.

[0022] FIG. 9(b) shows components that may be in a typical payment card.

[0023] FIG. 10 shows a block diagram of components in a computer

apparatus.

[0024] In the Figures, like numerals designate like elements and the

descriptions of like elements may not be repeated in some cases.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] Embodiments of the present invention provide for methods and

systems for authenticating the identity and validating the profile data of an individual

("a presenter") who presents himself or herself to another party ("an acceptor") as

having a certain identity and having certain corresponding profile data. A consumer

may be an example of a presenter. The acceptor can be a service provider, a

government agency, a merchant, or any other entity that my need to authenticate the

identity of the presenter before proceeding with a transaction. Authentication of

identity can refer to verifying the identity of a presenting party who purports to be a

certain individual. Validating profile data can refer to validating that profile data

provided by a presenter is actually associated with the presenter. Other capabilities

such as profile data provisioning and profile updating can also be performed in

embodiments of the invention. These functions can be performed individually or in

any combination with each other. Embodiments of the invention can be

advantageously used to conduct remote transactions where traditional face-to-face

authentication procedures are difficult to perform.

[0026] Illustratively, in one embodiment of the invention, a consumer who is

calling a merchant to make a purchase using a credit card may be authenticated

before the transaction proceeds. An issuer of the credit card may authenticate the

consumer and the consumer's profile data before the transaction is concluded. (An

issuer can be a bank, credit union, or other institution that can open an account on

behalf of a consumer so that the consumer can conduct transactions using the

account.) After the consumer and the consumer's data are authenticated, this



information may be subsequently sent to the merchant. The merchant may then

proceed with the transaction knowing that the issuer has authenticated the consumer

and the consumer's data. In some instances, if the issuer of the credit card

authenticates the consumer and the consumer's data, the issuer may bear the risk if

the transaction is later determined to be fraudulent. Hence, using embodiments of

the invention, merchants and issuers can have greater confidence that the

transactions being conducted are authentic.

[0027] Many specific embodiments of the invention are described in detail

below. The following acronyms are used in some instances:

ACS: Access Control Server - An access control server can provide issuers with the

ability to authenticate presenters (e.g., consumers, cardholders) during a transaction

such as a remote or face-to-face purchase transaction.

DS: Directory Server - A directory server can be used to route messages containing

enrolment and authentication information between a merchant plug-in (MPI) and

issuers ACS'.

IVR: Interactive Voice Response unit - An interactive voice response unit can

include phone technology that allows a computer apparatus to detect voice and

touch tones via a normal phone call.

SMS: Short Message Service - A short message service can include messages that

are sent to and from mobile phones. Typical SMS messages can allow users to

send up to 160 characters per message

MPI: Merchant Plug-In - A merchant plug-in can be a component that operates in an

acquirer domain in some embodiments. In the online environment, it performs

various authentication functions on behalf of the merchant. Such functions include

determining whether authentication is available for a card number, and validating a

digital signature in an authentication message. The merchant plug-in may be

embodied by suitable hardware and/or software that are accessible to a merchant.

MSISDN: Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number- A mobile subscriber ISDN (integrated

services digital network) number can be a consumer's telephone number.



USSD: Unstructured Supplementary Service Data - Unstructured supplementary

service data has a capability built into the GSM (global system for mobile

communications) standard for support of the transmission of information over the

channels of the GSM network. USSD provides session-based communication

capability, thereby enabling a variety of applications.

WAP: Wireless Application Protocol - WAP browsers can provide all of the basic

services of a PC (personal computer) based web browser, and can be simplified to

operate within the restrictions of a mobile phone.

[0028] As noted above, embodiments of the invention are especially useful for

conducting remote transactions. Remote transactions can be conducted through

communications methods including, but not limited to, mobile or land-line voice calls,

Short Message Service (SMS) messages, etc. Various data transfer protocols (e.g.:

TCP/IP) may also be used. Remote transactions can be initiated from devices

including, but not limited to, mobile phones, smartphones, Internet-connected

computers or terminals, personal digital assistants (PDAs), etc.

[0029] Embodiments of the invention are not limited to the use of mobile

phones and remote transactions. Embodiments of the invention may also include

the use of various communication devices, payment channels, and authentication

channels. Some examples of communication devices, payment channels, and

authentication channels are provided below.



[0030] Specific embodiments of the invention can now be described with

reference to the Figures. In one embodiment, an alias identifier is received. The

alias identifier is associated with an account identifier such (as an account number)

for an account of the presenter (e.g., a consumer). The alias identifier can be a

phone number and the account identifier can be an account number such as a credit



card account number. After the alias identifier is received, an associated trusted

party is determined using the alias identifier. The trusted party may be an issuer that

issued the credit card account number to the presenter.

[0031] A verification request message can then be sent to the trusted party

after determining the associated trusted party. The verification request message

requests verification that the trusted party or the presenter participates in an

authentication program. For example, it may request verification that one or both of

the presenter and the trusted party participate in the authentication program. After

the verification request message is sent, a verification response message is

received. The verification response message indicates whether the trusted party or

the presenter participates in the authentication program.

[0032] After receiving the verification response message, an authentication

request message may be sent to a communication device (e.g., a phone) operated

by the consumer. The consumer may then initiate the sending of an authentication

response message which authenticates the consumer. After the consumer is

authenticated, the consumer may proceed with the intended transaction. The

transaction may be a purchase transaction, a money transfer, etc.

[0033] FIG. 1 shows a system according to one embodiment of the invention.

The system in FIG. 1 can be used to conduct remote transactions, such as those

that occur over the Internet or using a telephone (e.g., a mobile phone).

[0034] The components of the system can be characterized as being within a

presenter domain, an interoperability domain, and a trusted party domain. In other

embodiments of the invention, the components in the system may be present in

other types of domains or different domains. A system according to an embodiment

of the invention may include any number or combination of components in a single

domain or any suitable combination of domains. In the embodiment in FIG. 1, an

authentication system may include the components shown in the interoperability

domain and the issuer / trusted party domain.

[0035] FIG. 1 shows a presenter 2 1 in communication with a merchant 22.

The merchant 22 may provide a Web page interface 23, which may be coupled to an

issuer look-up system 24. The issuer look-up system 24 may be operatively coupled



to a merchant plug-in (MPI) 28, a directory server 27, and access control server 25,

a presenter file database 26, as well as a challenge interface 29.

[0036] In FIG. 1 , the presenter domain includes the presenter 2 1 and the

merchant 22. The presenter 2 1 can be a user, individual, or consumer whose

identity is being authenticated and/or whose data are being validated or provisioned.

The merchant 22 is an example of an acceptor and can be a party with whom the

presenter 2 1 is attempting to transact. The presenter 2 1 can access the

authentication system via the merchant 22 or directly using a communication device

such as a mobile phone or a computer apparatus.

[0037] The data authentication system can run an authentication program,

and can include a trusted party or components operated by a trusted party. The

trusted party can be the entity that authenticates the presenter's identity and

validates, provisions, or updates data relating to the presenter 2 1 . In some

embodiments, the trusted party can be a bank, a credit or debit card issuing bank, or

a credit or debit card service organization (e.g., Visa). Illustratively, the bank can be

the issuing bank of a credit card that is used by this presenter. The presenter 2 1 can

be a customer of the bank. The trusted party can have an established relationship

with the presenter 2 1 and therefore can have the presenter's profile data, which can

be used to authenticate the presenter 2 1 . The presenter profile data may include the

presenter's social security number, birthday, account number, shipping address,

preferences, etc.

[0038] The trusted party may own or operate an access control server 25

(ACS), which can be a computer apparatus which, among other things, controls

access to the authentication program, performs the requested data services, and

provides digitally signed notifications to acceptors regarding the authentication

services. Multiple trusted parties may share an ACS or it may be associated with a

single trusted party. Alternatively, a trusted party may have multiple access control

servers, each associated with a subset of the presenters.

[0039] As used herein, a "server" is typically a powerful computer or cluster of

computers. For example, a server may be a large mainframe, a minicomputer

cluster, or a group of servers functioning as a unit. In one example, a server may be

a database server coupled to a Web server. Moreover, a server can behave as a



single computer, which services the requests of one or more client computers or

portable electronic devices.

[0040] The presenter file database 26 can be a database that is managed by

or associated with the trusted party. It can store information relating to presenters

that are successfully enrolled in the authentication program. Such information

includes identifiers such as program identity numbers and account numbers, profile

data, and passwords.

[0041] The interoperability domain also includes a directory server 27. The

interoperability domain may include components used by both the trusted party and

the acceptor in some embodiments. The directory server 27 can determine whether

a presenter can utilize the data authentication services. In some cases, the directory

server 27 can be operated by a service organization such as Visa.

[0042] The respective relationship between the presenter, trusted party, and

acceptor within the data authentication services system allows a wide range of

possible services to be provided. Examples of such services include: identity

authentication, profile validation, profile data provisioning, and profile data updating.

One implementation of profile validation operates to validate the address of a

presenter and one implementation of profile data updating operates to update the

account information of a presenter.

[0043] The authentication system can be used in non-payment and in

payment related transactions between the presenter 2 1 and the merchant 22. In

payment related transactions, additional operations such as authorization of debits

and credits from financial accounts may also be performed. Additional systems such

as issuer authorization and settlement systems may also be used.

[0044] A presenter enrollment process can now be described. In one

embodiment, the presenter 2 1 registers with a trusted party to participate in the

authentication program. Upon successful registration, the trusted party can provide

or assign the presenter 2 1 with a program identity number (or other alias identifier)

and an authenticating password, token, or other authenticating element. An

authenticating password, token, or other authenticating element allows trusted party

to authenticate the identity of the presenter 2 1 since only trusted party and presenter

2 1 know the password, token, or other authenticating element. The alias identifier



and/or authentication element may be related to a communication device (e.g., a

phone) in some way. For example, the alias identifier may be a phone number and

the authentication element may be a SIM card number for the phone.

[0045] A program identity number is a number that identifies presenters who

are properly enrolled to use the authentication program. The program identity

number or alias identifiers generally, may be linked to an account identifier such as

an account number associated with the presenter 2 1 .

[0046] A program identity number can include any suitable type of number.

An exemplary program identify number may include a random number or a number

issued out of a series of numbers. In one embodiment, a program identity number

can be a phone number. This is convenient in the case where the presenter 2 1 is

interacting with the authentication system by voice or a Short Message Service

(SMS) message using a telephone with that phone number. The program identity

number may be used in place of the presenter's account number when conducting a

transaction.

[0047] In embodiments of the invention, the identity number can generally

correspond to a communications device or communications service address or

identifier (e.g., a phone number, an e-mail address, etc.). If a telephone number is

used as an identity number, the system may use a service such as automatic

number identification (ANI) service to automatically determine the presenter's phone

number. Alternatively, the presenter 2 1 may be asked to provide his phone number

using his voice or by manually inputting the phone number into his phone.

[0048] In embodiments of the invention, the identity number may include

additional information, such as at least part of an account identifier (e.g., an account

number) or acceptor identification number. For example, if the transaction that is

being conducted involves a credit card, the additional information could be the credit

card issuer's Bank Identification Number (BIN), which corresponds to the first six

digits of the card account number. This additional identifying information is useful

when multiple accounts or acceptors might be associated with a given presenter

identity number.

[0049] During the enrollment process, the presenter 2 1 can present the

trusted party with enrollment data, authentication data, and profile data. These types



of data can be used to verify the presenter's identity so that the trusted party can

authenticate the presenter 2 1 and determine if the presenter is participating in the

authentication program. Authentication data can be used to authenticate the

presenter during a subsequent transaction. Examples of authentication data can

include passwords, unique data in chip cards, biometric data, etc. It should be

understood that various types of authentication data can be used. If such data is not

already on file with the trusted party, profile data can be used to validate and/or

provision profile data during a subsequent transaction.

[0050] The presenter enrollment process can occur in a variety of ways. For

instance, the enrollment process can take place online, in a person-to-person

interaction, a telephone conversation, or through the mail. In an exemplary online

enrollment process, a presenter can visit an enrollment Web site to provide suitable

information to obtain a program identity number (or other alias identifier) and an

authenticating element. In some embodiments, enrollment can also be automatically

initiated the first time an un-enrolled presenter attempts to perform a transaction.

[0051] A data authentication process associated with a data authentication

program can now be described with respect to FIG. 1. The data authentication

program can be used in a variety of situations where an acceptor such as the

merchant 22 wants to authenticate a presenter 2 1 . For instance, in a non-payment

example, the presenter 2 1 can visit a government Web site (which is an example of

an acceptor Web site) in order to fill out an application for a small business license.

Various government agencies offer online services through their Web sites.

Typically, a government agency wants to confirm information (e.g., a name, address,

etc.) entered by the presenter 2 1. Embodiments of the invention can also operate in

a similar manner for a payment example. For instance, the following example

describes operation of the data authentication program where a customer calls a

merchant 22 and places an order, and then plans to pay for the order with his credit

card.

[0052] The presenter 2 1 initiates the transaction by calling the merchant 22 to

place an order for a good or service. In other embodiments, the presenter 2 1 can

interact with the merchant 22 using an SMS message, through Internet using a Web



browser or e-mail, etc. Additionally, the customer and the merchant could interact

face-to-face.

[0053] After placing the order, the presenter 2 1 provides an identity number,

such as a cellular phone number, possibly augmented with additional identification

information such as a BIN (bank identification number) and/or an additional identifier,

to the merchant 22. This information can be provided to the merchant 22, instead of

the presenter's 2 1 account number. The identity number, or portions of the identity

number, such as a cellular phone number, can also be automatically determined

using systems such as ANI (automatic number identification) rather than being

manually provided by the presenter 21.

[0054] After receiving the identity number, the merchant 22 enters it into the

data authentication system (assuming the presenter 2 1 does not provide it directly to

the authentication system). The merchant 22 may interface with the authentication

system through the use of a Web page interface 23 or through some other means.

For instance, the merchant 22 may enter the identity number into the Web page

interface 23. In other embodiments the presenter 2 1 could enter the identity number

directly into the system via the Web page interface 23 or through some other

interface.

[0055] After the identity number is received by the Web page interface 23, the

issuer look-up system 24 receives the identity number and determines the issuer that

is associated with the identity number. Once the relevant issuer is determined, the

issuer look-up system 24 electronically sends the identity number to the issuer. The

issuer maintains a presenter file database 26 which is used to convert the identity

number to an account number. The account number and the identity number are

then forwarded to the merchant plug-in (MPI) 28 by the issuer look-up system 24.

[0056] Next, the merchant plug-in (MPI) 28 checks to see if the presenter 2 1 is

participating in the data authentication program. In one implementation, a two-phase

process is used to check to see if the presenter 2 1 participates in the authentication

program. In the two-phase process, the directory server 27 (DS) and the access

control server (ACS) 25 are queried. The directory server 27 receives the identity

number and determines if the issuer associated with the identity number is

participating in the data authentication program. The presenter 2 1 can use the data



authentication program if the issuer is willing to authenticate the identity of the

presenter 2 1 and to provide data services relating to the presenter. After receiving

the identity number, the access control server (ACS) 25 determines if the presenter

2 1 is enrolled with the authentication program and if the device type (for example, a

cellular phone) associated with the identity number is supported by the

authentication system.

[0057] If the issuer does not participate in the data authentication program, or

if the presenter 2 1 is not enrolled in the data authentication program, the merchant

22 can decide to either terminate the transaction or to proceed in some other

manner. If the issuer participates in the authentication program, but the presenter 2 1

is not enrolled, then the presenter 2 1 may be presented with an opportunity to enroll

in the data authentication program.

[0058] If the issuer and the presenter 2 1 are participating in the data

authentication program, and if the device associated with the identity number is

capable of being used in program, then the access control server (ACS) 25

generates a remote authentication request message, which is sent to the merchant

plug-in (MPI) 28 (e.g., if the MPI is hosted by an acquirer or other trusted party).

[0059] The merchant (MPI) 28 then issues an authentication challenge to the

presenter 2 1 via the challenge interface 29. In order to do this, it associates the

presenter's payment card number with the identity number. If the identity number

corresponds to a cellular phone, the phone number is extracted from the identity

number and used to send an authentication challenge to the presenter's phone. An

Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) protocol may be used to send an

authentication challenge to the customer's cellular phone using a challenge interface

module 29. Those skilled in the art will recognize that other protocols or

communication methods may be used. For example, the authentication challenge

might be an SMS message, an automated pre-recorded phone call, or an interactive

chat message.

[0060] The presenter 21, upon receiving the authentication challenge,

responds with the predetermined authentication data. For example, if the

authentication challenge is issued via an SMS message, the presenter 2 1 may send

a response SMS message including a password. If the authentication challenge is



by phone call, the presenter 2 1 may use a phone keypad or may use his voice to

provide the password. Other types of authentication data, such as biometric data,

chip card data, etc. could alternatively be used.

[0061] Once the merchant plug-in (MPI) 28 receives the presenter's

authentication data, transaction data (e.g., card data including a card account

number and expiration data) are attached and sent to the issuer's access control

server (ACS) 25. The issuer's access control server (ACS) 25 validates the

authentication data and reports the result of the validation to the merchant plug-in

(MPI) 28. The merchant plug-in (MPI) 28 then informs the merchant 22 of the result

of the verification, for example, through the Web page interface 23. If the verification

was successful, the merchant 22 can be provided with the presenter's account

identifier (e.g., account number) or a portion thereof. The issuer can then be

informed of the transaction details and the transaction may proceed to completion.

[0062] After the transaction is completed, messages may be sent to the

presenter's device (e.g., a phone) corresponding to the identity number and the

merchant 22, using the Web interface 23. For example, a message may be sent to

the presenter's phone using the presenter's phone number, indicating that the

presenter 2 1 was properly authenticated and that the transaction was successfully

completed. It should be understood that all messages described in FIG. 1 can be

encrypted to increase the level of security.

[0063] Embodiments of the invention can also be implemented such that the

presenter 2 1 and the merchant 22 are transacting in person. The merchant 22 can

interact with the system by providing an identity number associated with the

merchant 22, rather than the presenter 2 1 . The merchant 22 could also provide the

identity number of the presenter 2 1 to the system. The presenter 2 1 can receive an

authentication challenge on his own device and could respond with authentication

data as described above. In another embodiment the presenter 2 1 could interact

with the system by providing the merchant's identity number and the payment

amount for the transaction.

[0064] Note that in embodiments of the invention, the presenter 2 1 could have

a number of payment cards (e.g., more than two credit cards). In one embodiment, if

the presenter 2 1 is using a communication device such as a wireless phone, the



presenter 2 1 could be presented with a list of primary account numbers to select

from. The presenter's current phone number may correspond to a default primary

account number so that when the presenter 2 1 conducts a transaction with the

phone number, the default primary account number is eventually used to conduct the

transaction. In another embodiment, the list of primary account numbers may be

presented to the presenter 2 1 and the presenter 2 1 chooses the account number to

be used in the transaction, prior to conducting a transaction. In this case, there may

be no default account number associated with the phone number. In yet another

embodiment, there can be a different alias identifier associated with each primary

account number in the list. For example, the alias identifiers may simply be "cardi",

"card2", and "card3", for three different primary account numbers.

[0065] FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of another system according to another

embodiment of the invention. Message flows are also shown. Some of the

components in FIG. 2 are similar to some of the components in FIG. 1 . FIG. 2

additionally shows a mobile phone 40 in communication with a merchant's call center

42, as well as an interface element 60 that is coupled to a Telco (telephone

company) 58 interface, which is in turn coupled to a virtual cardholder redirect

module 56. An issuer 12 and acquirer 14 are also specifically shown in FIG. 2 .

[0066] In this embodiment, a presenter 2 1 initiates a purchase transaction with

a merchant 22 using a credit card (or some other payment device). Although a credit

card transaction is described in detail, the transaction could alternatively be

conducted with a stored value card, a debit card, a contactless phone, a smart card,

etc.

[0067] The presenter 2 1 uses his mobile phone 40 to call the merchant's call

center 42 (step 1). The presenter 2 1 then provides (e.g., by voice, entering a phone

number into phone 40, etc.) an alias identifier such as an identity number, which may

include some or all of the phone number associated with the mobile phone 40.

Additional identifier information may include the BIN (bank identification number)

associated with a credit card number of the credit card held by the presenter 2 1 , etc.

Another type of alias identifier may be a nickname or other alias assigned by the

presenter 2 1 to the particular credit card being used. The merchant 22 can then



enter one or more of the alias identifiers into the merchant Web page interface 23

(step 2).

[0068] The merchant plug-in (MPI) 28 receives the alias identifier, and it is

sent to the directory server (DS) 48 in a verification request message (VE Req(m))

(step 3). After receiving the verification request message, the directory server 48

queries the access control server 25 (step 3) in order to determine whether

authentication is available for the presenter 2 1 . In this example, the verification

request message (VE Req(m)) includes an alias identifier such as the phone number

of the mobile phone 40.

[0069] The access control server (ACS) 25 responds by sending a verification

response (VE Res (m)) message (step 4) to the merchant plug-in (MPI) 28 by

passing the message through the directory server 48. After receiving the verification

response message, the merchant plug-in (MPI) 28 sends a payment authentication

request message (PA Req (m)) to the access control server (ACS) 25 through the

directory server (DS) 48 (step 5). The access control server (ACS) 25 then

generates a mobile authentication request message (step 6), which is passed to a

telephone company (Telco) interface 58 via a virtual cardholder redirect module 56.

In order to do so, the directory server (DS) 48 re-associates the presenter's credit

card number with his phone number, and contacts an interface element 60 that is

accessible to the presenter 2 1 via the Telco interface 58 (steps 6 and 7). The

interface element 60 could include a user interface on the mobile phone 40, or it

could include a user interface on a device other than the mobile phone 40.

[0070] The authentication request message is then sent to the presenter 2 1

prompting the presenter 2 1 to respond with a pre-determined password or other

authentication data (step 7). In step 8 , the card number associated with the credit

card being used is reattached to the authentication data and the supplemented

response message is sent to the issuer's access control server (ACS) 25 via the

Telco interface 58. In step 9 , after receiving the authentication response message

including the password from the presenter 2 1 , the issuer 12 validates the password.

After the issuer 12 validates the password, it sends the payment authentication

response (PA Res(m)) message to the merchant plug-in (MPI) 28 (step 9).



[0071] Note that in some embodiments, the payer authentication response

(PA Res(m)) message may include additional information (e.g., shipping address,

contact information such as e-mail address, preferences, etc.) about the presenter

2 1 . For example, the shipping address of the presenter 2 1 may be sent from the

issuer's ACS 25 to the merchant plug-in (MPI) 28. In such embodiments, the

merchant 22 advantageously need not retain such additional information. Thus, any

suitable information that was previously collected by the issuer 12 may be sent to the

merchant 22 after a transaction is initiated by the presenter 2 1 .

[0072] In step 10, an employee of the merchant 22 is informed of the result of

the authentication process using the Web page interface 23. In step 1 1 , a response

message 1 1 is sent to the merchant's acquirer 14 from the merchant plug-in (MPI)

28. The acquirer 30 completes the transaction by sending messages (step 12) to

both the presenter 2 1 via the Telco interface 58 and the merchant 22 via the web

interface 23.

[0073] In an alternate embodiment, a presenter 2 1 can interact with a

merchant's website via the Web page interface 23 without going through the

merchant's call centre 42. The presenter 2 1 can enter his identity number into a

"payment page" and would subsequently receive an authentication challenge on the

interface element 60.

[0074] The process flow shown in FIG. 2 has a number of advantages. For

example, in FIG. 2 , the presenter 2 1 is properly authenticated in a quick and efficient

manner, even though the merchant 22 never sees or possesses the actual account

number of the credit card that the presenter 2 1 is using. This provides additional

security for the presenter 2 1 , since some merchants or employees of merchants

could fraudulently use payment account numbers of presenters.

[0075] Another block diagram of a system according to another embodiment

of the invention is shown in FIG. 3 . The system includes a mobile phone 72 that is in

a presenter domain. A merchant plug-in interface 74 is in an acquirer domain, and is

in communication with a transaction initiation component 84 in the acquirer domain.

A directory server 76 and a reporting server 78 are in an interoperability domain, and

an access control server 80 and a registration server 82 are in an issuer domain. A

mobile authentication component 86 and a mobile registration component 88 can



work in the acquirer domain, the interoperability domain, and the issuer domain in

this embodiment.

[0076] The mobile phone 72 can alternatively be any suitable communication

device that can send and/or receive data (e.g., a fixed phone, PC on Internet, etc.).

As noted above, a consumer (or presenter) can initiate transactions based on a

mobile phone number, a mobile phone number plus a check digit(s), or some other

suitable alias identifier. The alias identifier can be used as a substitute for a

payment account number. The consumer may also use his mobile phone, or mobile

number / alias in order to initiate a transaction, and/or to authenticate the transaction.

The consumer may also use his mobile phone to register with the authentication

program.

[0077] Upon the presenter's request, the transaction initiation component 84

can allow a merchant to initiate a payment process. The transaction initiation

component 84 may be in the form of any suitable combination of hardware and

software. In some cases, it may be present in hardware operated by a merchant

(e.g., in or connected to a POS terminal). The transaction initiation component 84

can communicate with the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 in the same way that a Web

page communicates with a standard MPI in the Internet environment.

[0078] As in prior embodiments, the presenter's payment card number is

advantageously not provided to the merchant when the transaction is initiated. The

transaction is instead initiated on the basis of the presenter's phone number / alias,

or other identifier, with a mobile transaction indicator.

[0079] The transaction initiation component 84 can facilitate a range of

transaction initiation scenarios. The scenarios can be divided into those that allow

the consumer's mobile number to be automatically passed to the merchant plug-in

(MPI) 74, and those that allow the consumer's mobile number to be manually input.

As noted above, the mobile phone number may be automatically passed to the

merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 using IVR, USSD, SMS, or WAP. Alternatively, the phone

number may be manually input into the system. For instance, it may be manually

input into the authentication system by a call centre agent at a PC, a mobile

merchant using his mobile phone as an acceptance device, etc. The transaction



initiation component 84 can also provide a backwards communication channel to the

merchant in order to inform the presenter of the status of the transaction.

[0080] The merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 can perform a number of functions. For

example, it can facilitate transaction processing on the basis of a mobile number,

without the use of a card number. It can also facilitate the inclusion of a mobile

channel / device identifier in a verification message, thereby prompting the issuer to

authenticate the transaction via a mobile channel. It can also provide backwards

communication to the merchant in order to allow for the on-line enrollment of new

presenters with their respective issuers.

[0081] The directory server (DS) 76 also provides a number of functions. It

can map mobile numbers and/or other alias identifiers to BINs (bank identification

numbers) and can allow authentication requests to be routed to the relevant issuers.

The mobile numbers and/or alias identifiers and/or BIN numbers can be updated

from the access control server (ACS) 80 (and vice-versa) if the consumer wishes to

change his card, phone number or alias identifier. Also, in conjunction with the

transaction initiation component 84 and the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74, the directory

server (DS) 76 is able to facilitate the on-line enrollment of new presenters with

relevant issuers.

[0082] The reporting server 78 provides reports. It can also record mobile

numbers and/or alias identifiers.

[0083] The access control server (ACS) 80 can perform a number of

functions. For example, upon receiving an identified transaction, it can initiate the

sending of an authentication request message via the mobile authentication

component 86 to the mobile phone 72. Upon receiving a positive authentication

response message, the access control server (ACS) 80 can convert the presenter's

mobile phone number into the presenter's registered PAN (primary account number).

[0084] The mobile authentication component 87 provides a bi-directional

mobile channel between the presenter and the access control server (ACS) 80 for

transaction authentication. The bi-directional channel may include may include IVR,

WAP, or a client application that is loaded onto the presenter's mobile phone 72.



[0085] The registration server 82 provides a registration function and contains

a mobile phone number and / or alias field for such data.

[0086] The mobile registration component 88 provides a bi-directional mobile

channel between the presenter and the registration server 82. This channel is used

to register the presenter in the authentication program, and is used to ensure that the

presenter's registered mobile phone 72 is correct. Example mobile channels may

include IVR, WAP, or a client application that is loaded onto the presenter's mobile

phone. Note that the channel may be the same as, or based on, the mobile

authentication component 86.

[0087] FIG. 4 shows a process flow where a presenter registers with the data

authentication program prior initiating a payment transaction. In this example, a

presenter can register a specific account over a mobile channel.

[0088] With reference to FIG. 4 , a presenter registers an account associated

with an issuer with the issuer's authentication program using his mobile phone 72.

To do this, the mobile phone 72 may communicate with the issuer's mobile

registration component 88 (step 101). The mobile registration component 88

translates and forwards the incoming registration request to the issuer's registration

server 82 (step 102). The issuer registration server 82 checks to see if an MSISDN

for the mobile phone 72 was passed through a mobile channel (step 103).

[0089] If the MSISDN for the mobile phone 72 is provided via a mobile

channel, then the issuer's registration server 82 requests further account data from

the presenter and sends account data request to the mobile registration component

88 (step 104). The mobile registration component 88 adapts the request based on

the mobile channel and presenter's device capabilities and sends it to the

presenter's mobile phone 72 (step 105). Using the mobile phone 72, the presenter

then communicates back the account data to the mobile registration component 88

(step 106). The mobile registration component 88 then translates and forwards the

account data to the issuer's registration server 82 (step 107).

[0090] As shown in Alternative Flow A , if the MSISDN is not provided by the

mobile channel, the issuer's registration server 82 requests further account data

including an MSISDN from the presenter by sending the request to the mobile

registration component 88 (step A-1). The mobile registration component 88 then



adapts the request based on the mobile channel and presenter's device capabilities

and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step A-2). Using the mobile phone

72, the presenter then sends back the account data and MSISDN to the mobile

registration component 88 (step A-3). The mobile registration component 88 then

translates and forwards the account data and MSISDN to the issuer's registration

server 82 (step A-4). After this information is received, the issuer's registration

server 82 sends a registration confirmation request to the mobile registration

component 88 (step A-5). The mobile registration component 88 adapts the request

based on a messaging mobile channel (e.g. SMS, USSD) and presenter's device

capabilities and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step A-6). The

presenter receives the confirmation requests, accepts it and communicates it back to

the mobile registration component 88 (step A-7). The mobile registration component

88 translates and forwards the confirmation response to the issuer's registration

server 82 (step A-8). The issuer's registration server 82 then updates the pending

presenter's registration status (step A-9).

[0091] At some point, the registration server 82 checks the validity of the

registration status of the presenter (step 108).

[0092] If the presenter's registration is acceptable, then the issuer's

registration server 82 can send a password creation request to the mobile

registration component 88 (step 109). The mobile registration component 88 adapts

the request based on the mobile channel and presenter's device capabilities and

sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step 110). Using the mobile phone 72,

the presenter provides a password and communicates it back to the mobile

registration component 88 (step 111). The mobile registration component 88

translates and forwards the password to the issuer's registration server 82 (step

112). The issuer's registration server 82 then sends a registration notification to the

mobile registration component 88 (step 113). The mobile registration component 88

adapts the notification based on the mobile channel and presenter's device

capabilities and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step 114). The issuer's

registration server 82 then updates the access control server 80 with some of the

presenter's account data (step 115).



[0093] In Alternative Flow B, the presenter's registration has failed. The

issuer's registration server 82 sends a registration notification error to the mobile

registration component 88 (step B-1). The mobile registration component 88 adapts

the error message based on the mobile channel and presenter's device capabilities

and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step B-2).

[0094] Alternative Flow C relates to an issuer generated password. In this

process flow, the issuer's registration server 82 generates a unique password (step

C-1) (e.g., without input by the presenter). The issuer's registration server 82 sends

the generated password to the mobile registration component 88 (step C-2). The

mobile registration component 88 adapts the message based on the mobile channel

and presenter's device capabilities and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72

(step C-3).

[0095] FIG. 5 shows a flow diagram for registration during a payment

transaction over a mobile channel. With reference to FIG. 5 , the presenter initiates a

payment transaction via the transaction initiation component 84 (step 201). The

transaction initiation component 84 translates and forwards the transaction details to

the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 (step 202). Then, the initiate payment transaction

process, which is shown in FIG. 6 and is described in further detail below, is

executed. The merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 checks the returned presenter's

enrollment status. If the presenter is registered, then the flow continues at step 218

with an execution of the payment authentication process, which is shown in FIG. 7 ,

and is described in further detail below.

[0096] If the presenter is not registered, the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 sends

a request for BIN (bank identification number) information to the transaction initiation

component 84 (step 204). The transaction initiation component 84 adapts the

request based on a mobile channel and presenter's device capabilities and sends it

to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step 205). Using the mobile phone 72, the

presenter provides the requested BIN information and communicates it back to the

transaction initiation component 84 (step 206). The transaction initiation component

84 translates and forwards the requested account data to the merchant plug-in (MPI)

74 (step 207). The merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 then requests the issuer's

participation status by passing the collected account data to the directory server 76



(step 208). After receiving this information, the directory server 76 checks the

issuer's registration status (step 209). The directory server 76 then sends back the

issuer's registration status to the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 (step 210). The

merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 checks the issuer's registration status (step 211).

[0097] If the issuer participates in the authentication program, the merchant

plug-in (MPI) 74 routes a presenter registration request to the directory server 76

(step 212). The BIN and telephone number are then passed to the issuer to properly

register the presenter. The directory server 76 then routes the presenter registration

request to the access control server (ACS) 80 (step 213). The access control server

(ACS) 80 routes the presenter registration request to the issuer's registration server

82 (step 214). The issuer's registration server 82 then sends a presenter registration

request to the mobile registration component 58 (step 215). The mobile registration

component 88 adapts the request based on a mobile channel and presenter's device

capabilities and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step 216). The

presenter registration process in FIG. 4 can then be executed (step 217). Upon

successful presenter registration, the payment transaction is authenticated according

to the process in FIG. 7 , which is described in further detail below (step 218).

[0098] In the case where the issuer is not participating in the authentication

program, the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 sends an "issuer not registered" type of error

message to the transaction initiation component 84. The transaction initiation

component 84 adapts the request based on the mobile channel and presenter's

device capabilities and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step 2A-1). In

this case, authentication is not performed and the payment transaction can be

discarded.

[0099] FIG. 6 shows a flow diagram for a process where a presenter initiates a

payment transaction. The process starts when a presenter decides to initiate a

payment transaction with a merchant / acquirer over a mobile channel. It can end

when the payment transaction is successfully initiated over a mobile channel (not yet

authenticated). This process also has alternative paths where exceptions and errors

can be taken in account.

[0100] With reference to FIG. 6 , the presenter initiates a payment transaction

using his/her mobile phone 72 via the transaction initiation component 84 (step 301).



The transaction initiation component 84 translates and forwards the payment

initiation request to the merchant plug-in (MPI) (step 302). The merchant plug-in

(MPI) verifies that the MSISDN (mobile telephone number) was passed through the

mobile channel (step 303). The merchant plug-in (MPI) 64 then sends a verify

enrollment request (VE req) message to the directory server 76 (step 304). After

receiving this message, the directory server 76 queries the access control server

(ACS) 76 for presenter's enrollment status (step 305). The access control server

(ACS) 76 returns the presenter enrollment status to the directory server (DS) 76

(step 306). The directory server 76 returns the verify enrollment response (VE res)

message to the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 (step 307). After receiving the enrollment

response status, the presenter may start the registration process that is described in

FIG. 5 (register during payment transaction).

[0101] If the MSISDN is not provided by the mobile channel, then the

merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 requests the presenter's MSISDN through the transaction

initiation component 84 (step 3A-1). The transaction initiation component 84 adapts

the request based on the mobile channel and the presenter's device capabilities and

sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step 3A-2). The presenter then sends

back the MSISDN to the transaction initiation component 84 (step 3A-3). The

transaction initiation component 84 translates and forwards the MSISDN to the

merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 (step 3A-4).

[0102] FIG. 7 shows a process where a presenter has initiated a payment

transaction that needs to be authenticated. The process starts when a presenter has

initiated a payment transaction and is ready to be authenticated to finalize the

transaction. After authentication, authorization can take place.

[0103] Referring to FIG. 7 , the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 sends a payer

authentication request (PA req) message to the access control server 80 (step 401).

The access control server 80 then sends an authentication request (there may be

more than one account identifiers associated with the MSISDN) to the mobile

authentication component 86 (step 402). After receiving this message, the mobile

authentication component 86 adapts the request based on a mobile channel and

presenter's device capabilities and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step

403).



[0104] Using the mobile phone 72, the presenter provides the requested

authentication data (e.g., a password) and sends back a response including the

authentication data to the mobile authentication component 86 (step 404). The

mobile authentication channel translates and forwards the response and passes it to

the access control server (ACS) 80 for validation (step 405). The access control

server (ACS) 80 then receives the authentication response, and checks the received

authentication data (step 406). The access control server (ACS) 80 then sends back

the payer authentication response (PA Res) message to the merchant plug-in (MPI)

74 (step 407). The merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 then checks the authentication

response message (step 408).

[0105] If the consumer is authenticated, then a determination is made as to

whether immediate authorization is appropriate. If immediate authorization is

appropriate, then the process may proceed to the authorization process shown in

FIG. 8 , and described in further detail below (step 4B-1). If immediate authorization

is not appropriate, the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 then sends a payment pending

notification message to the mobile authentication component 86 (step 409). The

mobile authentication component 86 adapts the notification based on a mobile

channel and the presenter's device capabilities and sends it to the presenter's

mobile phone 410. Then, an authorize payment transaction process as shown in

FIG. 8 (and as described in further detail below) is executed (step 4 11).

[0106] Alterative Flow A in FIG. 7 can occur when a presenter is not

authenticated. Depending on the issuers' authentication rules, the access control

server (ACS) 80 may re-issue the authentication request to the presenter via the

mobile authentication component 86 or may notify the presenter that the number of

authentication attempts is reached. If the number of authentication attempts have

been reached, the merchant plug-in (MPI) sends an "authentication attempts limit

reached" type of notification to the mobile authentication component 86 (step 4C-1).

The mobile authentication component 86 adapts the notification based on a mobile

channel and presenter's device capabilities and sends it to the presenter's mobile

phone 72 (step 4C-2). If the number of authentication attempts have not been

reached, then the process may proceed back to step 402, and may continue until the

number of authentication attempts have been reached.



[0107] FIG. 8 can describe a process where an authenticated payment

transaction needs to be authorized. Authorization can be immediate or differed. The

process starts when a presenter has authenticated a payment transaction. The

process ends when the payment authorization is successful.

[0108] Referring to FIG. 8 , the merchant plug-in (MPI) sends a payment

authorization request to an authorization system 70 (step 501). The authorization

system 70 processes the payment authorization (step 502). The authorization

system 70 then communicates the payment authorization response to the access

control server (ACS) 80 (step 503). The access control server (ACS) 80

communicates the payment authorization response to the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74

(step 504). The merchant plug-in (MPI) 74 then checks the payment authorization

response (step 505).

[0109] If the payment transaction is authorized, the merchant plug-in (MPI) 74

sends a payment accepted notification message to the mobile authentication

component 86 (step 506). The mobile authentication component 86 adapts the

notification based on a mobile channel and presenter's device capabilities, and

sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72 (step 507).

[0110] If a payment transaction is declined and not authorized, then the

merchant plug in (MPI) 74 sends a payment declined notification message to the

mobile authentication component (steps 5A-1 and 5A-2). The mobile authentication

component adapts the notification based on a mobile channel and presenter's device

capabilities and sends it to the presenter's mobile phone 72.

[0111] III. Portable consumer devices and computer apparatuses

[0112] FIGS. 9-10 show block diagrams of portable computer devices and

subsystems that may be present in computer apparatuses that are used in systems

according to embodiments of the invention. In some embodiments described above,

a presenter may have a payment card such as a credit card and a phone or other

communication device, to receive authentication challenges. In other embodiments,

the presenter may use a phone to conduct payment transactions and can use the

phone to provide both payment data and to act as an interface for an authentication

challenge. Cards and phones are examples of portable consumer devices and



embodiments of the invention are not limited to these specific portable consumer

devices.

[0113] Exemplary portable consumer devices may be in any suitable form.

For example, suitable portable consumer devices can be hand-held and compact so

that they can fit into a consumer's wallet and/or pocket (e.g., pocket-sized). They

may include smart cards, ordinary credit or debit cards (with a magnetic strip and

without a microprocessor), keychain devices (such as the Speedpass™

commercially available from Exxon-Mobil Corp.), etc. Other examples of portable

consumer devices include cellular phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs),

pagers, payment cards, security cards, access cards, smart media, transponders,

and the like. The portable consumer devices can also be debit devices (e.g., a debit

card), credit devices (e.g., a credit card), or stored value devices (e.g., a stored value

card).

[0114] An exemplary portable consumer device in the form of a phone 32'

may comprise a computer readable medium and a body as shown in FIG. 9(a).

(FIG. 9(a) shows a number of components, and the portable consumer devices

according to embodiments of the invention may comprise any suitable combination

or subset of such components.) The computer readable medium 32(b) may be

present within the body 32(h), or may be detachable from it. The body 32(h) may be

in the form a plastic substrate, housing, or other structure. The computer readable

medium 32(b) may be a memory that stores data and may be in any suitable form

including a magnetic stripe, a memory chip, uniquely derived keys, encryption

algorithms, etc. The memory also preferably stores information such as financial

information, transit information (e.g., as in a subway or train pass), access

information (e.g., as in access badges), etc. Financial information may include

information such as bank account information, bank identification number (BIN),

credit or debit card number information, account balance information, expiration

date, consumer information such as name, date of birth, etc. Any of this information

may be transmitted by the phone 32'.

[0115] Information in the memory may also be in the form of data tracks that

are traditionally associated with credits cards. Such tracks include Track 1 and

Track 2 . Track 1 ("International Air Transport Association") stores more information



than Track 2 , and contains the cardholder's name as well as account number and

other discretionary data. This track is sometimes used by the airlines when securing

reservations with a credit card. Track 2 ("American Banking Association") is

currently most commonly used. This is the track that is read by ATMs and credit

card checkers. The ABA (American Banking Association) designed the

specifications of this track and all world banks must abide by it. It contains the

cardholder's account, encrypted PIN, plus other discretionary data.

[0116] The computer readable medium 32(b), or memory, may comprise code

for performing any of the above-described steps in any suitable order. For example,

the computer readable medium 32(b) may comprise a) code for providing an alias

identifier associated with an account identifier associated with an account of a

presenter; b) code for receiving an authentication request message after providing

the alias identifier; and c) code for sending an authentication response message

after receiving the authentication request message.

[0117] The phone 32' may further include a contactless element 32(g), which

may include a semiconductor chip (or other data storage element) with an

associated wireless transfer (e.g., data transmission) element, such as an antenna.

Contactless element 32(g) is associated with (e.g., embedded within) phone 32' and

data or control instructions transmitted via a cellular network may be applied to

contactless element 32(g) by means of a contactless element interface (not shown).

The contactless element interface functions to permit the exchange of data and/or

control instructions between the mobile device circuitry (and hence the cellular

network) and an optional contactless element 32(g).

[0118] Contactless element 32(g) is capable of transferring and receiving data

using a near field communications ("NFC") capability (or near field communications

medium) typically in accordance with a standardized protocol or data transfer

mechanism (e.g., ISO 14443/NFC). Near field communications capability is a short-

range communications capability, such as RFID, Bluetooth™, infra-red, or other data

transfer capability that can be used to exchange data between the phone 32' and an

interrogation device. Thus, the phone 32' is capable of communicating and

transferring data and/or control instructions via both cellular network and near field

communications capability.



[0119] The phone 32' may also include a processor 32(c) (e.g., a

microprocessor) for processing the functions of the phone 32' and a display 32(d) to

allow a consumer to see phone numbers and other information and messages. The

phone 32' may further include input elements 32(e) to allow a consumer (or

presenter) to input information into the device, a speaker 32(f) to allow the consumer

to hear voice communication, music, etc., and a microphone 32(i) to allow the

consumer to transmit her voice through the phone 32'. The phone 32' may also

include an antenna 32(a) for wireless data transfer (e.g., data transmission).

[0120] As noted above, in some embodiments, the presenter or consumer

may use a portable consumer device in the form of a debit, credit, or smartcard. The

portable consumer device in the form of a card may also optionally have a feature

such as a magnetic strip. Such devices can operate in either a contact or

contactless mode.

[0121] An example of a portable consumer device in the form of a card 32" is

shown in FIG. 9(a). FIG. 9(a) shows a plastic substrate 32(m). A contactless

element 32(o) for interfacing with an access device such as a point of sale terminal

may be present on or embedded within the plastic substrate 32(m). Consumer

information 32(p) such as an account number, expiration date, and consumer name

may be printed or embossed on the card. Also, a magnetic stripe 32(n) may also be

on the plastic substrate 32(m).

[0122] As shown in FIG. 9(b), the card 32" may include both a magnetic stripe

32(n) and a contactless element 32(o). In other embodiments, both the magnetic

stripe 32(n) and the contactless element 32(o) may be in the card 32". In other

embodiments, either the magnetic stripe 32(n) or the contactless element 32(o) may

be present in the card 32".

[0123] The various participants and elements in the previously described

Figures (e.g., FIGS. 1-3) may operate using one or more computer apparatuses to

facilitate the functions described herein. Any of the elements in the Figures may use

any suitable number of subsystems to facilitate the functions described herein.

Examples of such subsystems or components are shown in FIG. 10. The

subsystems shown in FIG. 10 are interconnected via a system bus 775. Additional

subsystems such as a printer 774, keyboard 778, fixed disk 779 (or other memory



comprising computer readable media), monitor 776, which is coupled to display

adapter 782, and others are shown. Peripherals and input/output (I/O) devices,

which couple to I/O controller 771 , can be connected to the computer system by any

number of means known in the art, such as serial port 777. For example, serial port

777 or external interface 781 can be used to connect the computer apparatus to a

wide area network such as the Internet, a mouse input device, or a scanner. The

interconnection via system bus allows the central processor 773 to communicate

with each subsystem and to control the execution of instructions from system

memory 772 or the fixed disk 779, as well as the exchange of information between

subsystems. The system memory 772 and/or the fixed disk 779 may embody a

computer readable medium. Any of these elements may be present in the previously

described features. For example, the previously described directory server and

access control server may have one or more of these components shown in FIG. 10.

[0124] A computer readable medium according to an embodiment of the

invention may comprise code for performing any of the functions described above.

For example, the previously described directory server may comprise a computer

readable medium comprising: a) code for providing an alias identifier associated with

an account identifier associated with an account of a presenter; b) code for receiving

an authentication request message after providing the alias identifier; and c) code for

sending an authentication response message after receiving the authentication

request message. The directory server may also have a processor coupled to the

computer readable medium, where the processor executes instructions embodied by

computer code on the computer readable medium.

[0125] The terms and expressions which have been employed herein are

used as terms of description and not of limitation, and there is no intention in the use

of such terms and expressions of excluding equivalents of the features shown and

described, or portions thereof, it being recognized that various modifications are

possible within the scope of the invention claimed. Moreover, any one or more

features of any embodiment of the invention may be combined with any one or more

other features of any other embodiment of the invention, without departing from the

scope of the invention.



[0126] Also, it should be understood that the present invention as described

above can be implemented in the form of control logic using computer software in a

modular or integrated manner. Based on the disclosure and teachings provided

herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art will know and appreciate other ways

and/or methods to implement the present invention using hardware and a

combination of hardware and software.

[0127] A recitation of "a", "an" or "the" is intended to mean "one or more"

unless specifically indicated to the contrary.

[0128] All patents, patent applications, publications, and descriptions

mentioned above are herein incorporated by reference in their entirety for all

purposes. None is admitted to be prior art.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A method comprising:

a) receiving an alias identifier, wherein the alias identifier is

associated with an account identifier for an account of a presenter;

b) determining an associated trusted party using the alias identifier;

c) sending a verification request message to the trusted party after

determining the associated trusted party, where the verification request message

requests information regarding whether the trusted party or the presenter

participates in an authentication program; and

d) receiving a verification response message, wherein the

verification response message indicates whether the trusted party or the presenter

participates in the authentication program.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein the alias identifier is a phone

number.

3 . The method of claim 1 wherein the trusted party is a financial

institution that maintains the account.

4 . The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising:

initiating the sending of an authentication request message to the

presenter.

5 . The method of claim 1 further comprising:

initiating the sending of an authentication request message to the

presenter, wherein an access control server subsequently sends the authentication

request message to the presenter.

6 . The method of claim 1 wherein prior to receiving the alias

identifier, the presenter sends the alias identifier using a mobile phone.

7 . The method of claim 1 wherein a)-d) are performed by a

directory server.

8 . The method of claim 7 wherein the trusted party is an issuer that

issued the account identifier.



9 . A computer readable medium comprising:

a) code for receiving an alias identifier, wherein the alias identifier

is associated with an account identifier for an account of a presenter;

b) code for determining an associated trusted party using the alias

identifier;

c) code for sending a verification request message to the trusted

party after determining the associated trusted party, where the verification request

message requests information regarding whether the trusted party or the presenter

participates in a authentication program; and

d) code for receiving a verification response message, wherein the

verification response message indicates whether the trusted party or the presenter

participates in the authentication program.

10. A directory server comprising:

a processor; and

the computer readable medium system of claim 9 coupled to the

processor.

11. A method comprising:

a) providing an alias identifier associated with an account identifier

associated with an account of a presenter;

b) receiving an authentication request message after providing the

alias identifier; and

c) sending an authentication response message after receiving the

authentication request message.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the alias identifier is a phone

number.

13. The method of claim 11 wherein the alias identifier is provided

using the presenter's voice.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the authentication request

message is received at a phone operated by the presenter.



15. The method of claim 14 wherein the authentication response

message comprises a password or a pin number.

16. The method of claim 11 wherein the alias identifier is provided to

a merchant in a face-to-face transaction.

17. The method of claim 11 wherein the alias identifier is provided to

a merchant using a communication device that is remotely located with respect to

the merchant.

18. A computer readable medium comprising:

a) code for providing an alias identifier associated with an account

identifier associated with an account of a presenter;

b) code for receiving an authentication request message after

providing the alias identifier; and

c) code for sending an authentication response message after

receiving the authentication request message.

19. A phone comprising:

a processor;

an antenna coupled to the processor;

a microphone coupled to the processor; and

the computer readable medium of claim 18 coupled to the processor.

20. The phone of claim 19, further comprising a contactless element

coupled to the processor.
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